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ABSTRACT 

 
The ESP32-CAM is in deep sleep mode with external wake up enabled. When motion is detected, the PIR motion 

sensor sends a signal to wake up the ESP32.The ESP32-CAM takes a photo and saves it on the micro-SD card. 

Insert a formatted micro SD card and power your circuit – you can use a portable charger, after uploading code 

and building the circuit. Then click the reset (RST) button to get it to operate again. It activates the flash, snaps a 

photo, and saves it to the micro SD card when it senses motion. . It goes back to deep sleep mo de until a new signal 

from the PIR motion sensor is received. After that, connect the micro SD card to your computer to view the 

photographs. We can easily design this motion sensor with a photo capture circuit using ESP 32 -CAM, PIR sensor, 

and some basic electronics components. And we can easily supply this circuit with a 5V DC charger.. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

A security framework that can have the option to recognize and screen the zone and respond viably to security 

danger is in incredible need. Because of the expanding number in wrongdoing and theft, the requirement for a 

proficient security framework is fundamental. There are now loads of security frameworks in the realm of 

innovation as of now, in the market for both indoor and outdoor applications, for example, Ultrasonic identifiers, 

CCTV, microwave indicators, photoelectric finders, infrared locators and so forth. Anyway, the greater part of these 

frameworks of being costly in the market, or they require increasingly electrical force development, more memory 

space of usage of the account framework and complex circuitry, and so on. Accordingly, an answer for conquer 

these issues could be by utilizing a sensor of minimal effort which can identify the interlopers, and other security 

astonishingly inside the sensor's discovery run and creates and yield. This yield is can likewise be utilized to 

additionally flagging and actuating other security gadgets like caution framework, helping framework and other 

comparable security danger gadgets. Which means this framework can spare force utilizations on the grounds that 

these segments get activated just when there are gate crashers and security dangers in the sensor's discovery run. A 

Passive Infrared radiation motion sensor is security-based system that saves the power consumption and the memory 

space of the recording system. Passive Infrared Radiation (PIR) sensor detects the change in infrared radiation of 

warm-blooded moving object in its detection range. The use of motion detectors goes back to ancient societies that 

developed agriculture and motion detection of people and things can be traced back to the early decades of the 20th 

century, with many of the same principles still in use today. The objective of t his work is to develop a simplified 

version of a PIR sensor which can be installed on campus and houses for lightening systems, shops and malls for 

security systems and other major applications and places all over the globe. 
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1.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION  

There has been drastic increase in theft and burglary, robbing of houses, stores, shops and banks etc. This research 

focuses on how to configure a simple home security framework using a PIR sensor (Passive Infra -Red). PIR motion 

sensor used detects the motion of the person entering the house. There are now loads of security frameworks in the 

realm of innovation as of now, in the market for both indoor and outdoor applications, for example, Ultrasonic 

identifiers, CCTV, microwave indicators, photoelectric finders, infrared locators and so forth. But all of these being 

costly in the market and they require increasingly electrical force development, more memory space and complex 

circuitry. Accordingly, an answer for conquer these issues could be by utilizing a sens or of minimal effort which can 

identify the interlopers. 

 
1.2 Hardware and Software used 

Hardware used:ESP32-CAM (AI Thinker),PIR Motion Sensor, FTDI 232 USB to Serial Interface board, 5-volt DC 

supply (Battery), BC547 NPN Transistor, RESISTORS (220ohm, 1k, 10k), LED 5-mm, Bread Board, Jumper Wires  

Software used: Arduino IDE   
 
2. COMPONENTS 
2.1 ESP32 CAM: ESP32-CAM is a low-cost ESP32-based development board with onboard camera, small in size. 

It is an ideal solution for IoT application, prototypes constructions and DIY projects. The board integrates Wi-Fi, 

traditional Bluetooth and low power BLE, with 2 high performance 32-bit LX6 CPUs. It adopts 7-stage pipeline 

architecture, on-chip sensor, Hall sensor, temperature sensor and so on, and its main frequency adjustment ranges 

from 80MHz to 240MHz. Fully compliant with Wi-Fi 802.11 and Bluetooth 4.2 standards, it can be used as a master 

mode to build an independent network controller, or as a slave to other host MCUs to add networking capabilities to 

existing devices. It is suitable for home smart devices, industrial wireless control, wireless monitoring, QR wireless 

identification, wireless positioning system signals and other IoT applications. 

 

 

Fig -1: ESP32 CAM 
 

2.2 PIR Sensor  

All living objects, whose body temperature is more than 0 degree C, emit the heat in form of infrared radiation 

through their body, also called as thermal radiations. This Radiated energy is invisible to human eye. These Signals 

can be detected by using PIR sensor which is specially  designed for such purpose. In Passive Infrared (PIR) Sensor, 

passive word indicates PIR Sensor does not generate or radiate any energy for detection purposes. PIR Sensors don't 

detect or measure "HEAT"; they detect the infrared radiation emitted or reflec ted from objects. They are small, 

inexpensive, low power and easy to use. They are commonly found at home, medical, factories etc. areas . 
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Fig-2:PIR Sensor 

2.3 FTDI 232 USB to Serial interface board  

This cable is used to transmit and receive data between computer and external devices such as micro controllers, 

Arduino, development modules (Bluetooth, GPS, GSM, etc.). Most importantly, FTDI cable is used to connect 

RS232 standard based devices to Personal computers and laptops. 

GROUND: Connect to the ground pin of the device to which you want to connect with the computer. 

CTS: Clear to Send = This is control input and is used to clear the send request of Data.  

VCC: Connect it with Vcc  

TxD: Transmit Asynchronous Data = This is an output pin and used to transmit output data asynchronously  

RxD: Receive Asynchronous Data = This is an input pin and used to receive input data asynchronously.  

RTS: This is a control output pin and is used to make a request for sending the data.  

Standard interface layout, compatible with a variety of Arduinos such as the Pro Mini  

Original FTDI FT232 chip, stable performance  

USB power has current protection, using 500MA self-restore fuse  

RXD/TXD transceiver communication indicator  

With power, sending, receiving indicator, working status LED indicators  

Mini USB Port Connection, Support 3.3V, 5V   

 
Fig-3: FTDI 232 

 

3. SYSTEM DESIGN / WORKING  

The sensor can detect the presence of intruders. Upon detection of IR, PIR sensor generates the output in the form of 

electrical signal. Although the output from the sensor is of few volts, it could be amplified to required voltage using 

amplifier circuit and could be used for actuating lighting system and the webcam. The lamp and webcam could be 

turned ON when the PIR sensor is activated and could remain OFF when the sensor is idle. This way, the energy 

consumed by the overall system could be minimized. Also, the cost of system could be far less than the security 

system available in the market. With this hypothesis, we have proposed a simp le low power PIR based security 

system. The system works in the following steps:  

i. The software developed is kept running and checks if the cam is turned ON.  

ii. When an intruder comes in the detection range of the PIR sensor, the sensor generates an outpu t of 3.3 volts. 

iii. This output is further amplified and is used for activating the relay of the lighting system and the webcam. 

iv. Once the lamp and webcam are actuated with the output from the amplifier, software finds the webcam is 

turned ON.  

v. The software starts to capture the photo by the esp32 cam  
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vi. After the intruder leaves the detection range of the sensor, there is no output from the sensor. Therefore, it 

turns OFF the webcam. The photo captured will be saved to micro -SD card. vii. Every time when the intruders 

come in the detection range of the sensor, the above steps from step 2 to step 6 repeats. PIR sensors have ranges 

of up to 10 meters (30 feet).   

 
Fig -4: Block diagram  

 

 

 

3.1 CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS   

 
Fig-5: Circuit for programming 

 

Fig-6:Circuit on bread board 
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Fig-7: Circuit diagram 

3.2 PROJECT SETUP 

 
Fig-8: Connections 

3.4 RESULTS 

                                          
Fig-9: Pictures taken in different angles by ESP32 CAM 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Motion capture (Mocap) is an effective 3D animation tool for realistically capturing human motion. In this PIR 

Sensor Based Security System, we have used low power, low cost PIR sensor that are easy to interface with other 

components. By using this system, we were able to reduce the power consumed and memory space of the system. 
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Currently, we have used only one webcam in our project which could only capture the area facing to it. The software 

developed is for the recording of the photo captured by the web cam. 

Future Enhancements:   
To make this extended for larger areas as now it is limited to smaller areas and to make the application much more 

effective.  

Integrating a 360 degree webcam to view all the angles. 
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